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“

bar·ter
ˈbärdər/

verb

· exchange (goods or services) 
for other goods or services 

without using money.

 ex·change
iksˈCHānj/
noun

· an act of giving one thing and 
receiving another (especially of the 
same type or value) in return.



Physical exchanges occur when a tangible object is traded for another. 
Values are determined by monetary, personal, and subjective aspects.
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THEME

Project Examples Allison, Lisa, Aubrie



Elements of Exchange

Giving 
A successful trade is one that 
is done after considering and 
weighing the consequences 
and benefits. It is important 
that both parties take into 
account the item they are 
trading away, its costs and it’s 
usefulness and personal value 
it holds. This helps the trader 
to avoid “traders regret” and 
to make a fair and valuable 
trade. 

Receiving
A successful trade is one that 
is mutually beneficial. It 
requires that both parties 
place different levels of 
importance on the traded 
items. In some circumstances, 
such as if the trading partner 
is of close relations the trade 
may also be evaluated in 
terms where one  person's 
sacrifice, results in the other’s 
gain. 

Feasibility
A successful trade is 
dependent on a number of 
factors including but not 
limited to; safety, trust, 
accountability  and mutual 

respect of both parties.  



-Both parties complete this process 
simultaneously. 
-The process represents the barrier 
between two traders that they need to 

cross in order to trade with each other. 



place gif here

The GIF: documenting a famous barter/exchange 
and analyzing its behaviors.



Insights & Lessons Learned

The personal value of an 
object is more important 
than its monetary value.

Example: Objects with large 
differences in monetary value were 
seen as equal items in an exchange, 
because each trader valued each 
object differently. 

What I missed: The Paperclip 
Project showed bartering as an 
unrealistic and unconventional 
way to trade goods, when for 
some populations it is their 
primary method of trade. 



The book: documenting the trade of several objects 
and the motivations behind each exchange; printed 
on vellum.

Time span: 1 hr
Location: NCSU East Campus



Motivations & Determination of Value

What motivates people to trade? What determines an object’s value?

1. Necessity (the need for an object)
a. Eraser > Modular Origami

2. Novelty/Duty (it’s fun and unusual)
a. Tape > Eraser
b. Eraser > Origami
c. Origami > Bacon Bandages

3. Ethics/Guilt (wants to fulfill trade 
request fairly)

a. Eraser > Origami
b. Origami > Bacon Bandages

1. Personal preference (buyer places higher 
value on item based on taste)

a. Eraser > Origami (hand-made)
b. Origami > Bacon Bandages

2. Monetary Worth (cost in terms of cash)
3. Situation/Scenario

a. Novelty, Necessity, Ethics, 
Prevalence

4. Reputation (fame)



Abstract exchanges occur when there is an exchange of something 
intangible, such as an experience, time, or effort given.  
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THEME

Project Examples Kasey, Nicole 



kasey’s project

- More gained than lost
- My perspective vs. boss



- Most things exchanged 
are intangible

- free labor
- experience
- knowledge



Idealization vs. Reality 
Most exchanges are not straight forward, 1:1 ratio exchanges. It is complex,
and cyclical, things go back and forth based on most subjective, emotional responses.



Push & Pull

◉ Bartering is more than just an equal exchange between two parties 
○ Often, one party pushes the other to see how far they can go to get the 

better, or more advantageous deal. 
◉ Multi layered, longer process

○ often begins objectively, progresses into a much more emotionally driven 
decision before long

◉ The longer the bartering or exchanging goes, the more complex the decision 
making behind it gets.
○ emotional appeals and biases

■ IOUs, “favor for a favor”, guilt tripping





Thanks.
Any questions?


